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Abstract

Bio�eld science is an emerging �eld of study that aims to provide a scienti�c foundation for understanding
the complex homeodynamic regulation of living systems. By furthering our scienti�c knowledge of the
bio�eld, we arrive at a better understanding of the foundations of biology as well as the phenomena that
have been described as “energy medicine.” Energy medicine, the application of extremely low-level signals
to the body, including energy healer interventions and bio-electromagnetic device-based therapies, is
incomprehensible from the dominant biomedical paradigm of “life as chemistry.” The bio�eld or biological
�eld, a complex organizing energy �eld engaged in the generation, maintenance, and regulation of
biological homeodynamics, is a useful concept that provides the rudiments of a scienti�c foundation for
energy medicine and thereby advances the research and practice of it. An overview on the bio�eld is
presented in this paper, with a focus on the history of the concept, related terminology, key scienti�c
concepts, and the value of the bio�eld perspective for informing future research.
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INTRODUCTION
Medicine is in transition. Conventional biomedicine is giving way to an expanded, integrative medical
model that emphasizes healthcare as well as illness care, treats people not just diseases, and incorporates
multiple therapeutic approaches, old and new, to offer patients greater choice.  This emerging model
questions the dominant biomedical paradigm of molecular reductionism that focuses on genes, proteins
encoded by genes, and molecules synthesized by proteins and that is based on an inherent belief that
complex systems can be understood by identifying their components. By contrast, an integrative model of
health and medicine appreciates the complexity of our biology, which can give rise to emergent
phenomena that are not, in general, predictive from isolated parts. Such a model also views health-care
from several perspectives beyond the molecular approach, including what has been called energy
medicine.  Advances in biophysics, biology, psychology, and the developing �elds of mind-body research
such as psychoneuroimmunology and psychosocial genomics have helped substantially to form a
foundation for this expanded integrative medical model.

In addition to biochemical signals, the idea that living systems generate and respond to energy �elds as
integral aspects of physiological regulation re�ects a convergence of several disparate paths. Numerous
spiritual traditions describe modes and pathways of energy within and surrounding the physical body (Jain
et al, 2015, this issue). Many complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) therapies utilize variants of
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“laying-on-of-hands” and other minimally invasive procedures to improve endogenous energy �ows.
Moreover, Western biomedicine routinely examines electrical �elds from the heart (via electrocardiogram
[ECG]) and brain (via electroencephalogram [EEG]) as indices of clinical pathology. Furthermore,
contemporary cell biology and biophysics provide evidence that endogenous electromagnetic and other
types of �elds play active roles in development, tissue repair, and an array of homeodynamic processes.

The term bio�eld �lls the need for a unifying concept to bridge traditional and contemporary explanatory
models of energy medicine and provides a common language for aspects of both clinical practice and
scienti�c research that focus on energy �elds of the body. This paper summarizes the recent origins of the
bio�eld concept and describes the levels of scale for which the term has been applied, from biophotons
and cell membranes to whole organisms to Gaia and the Tao. Working de�nitions of bio�eld and related
terms are offered with the proviso that such descriptions are and should be based in the cultural and
scienti�c vantage points of the observers and may not always be completely comparable. In this light, in
their descriptions of “the bio�eld,” a Tibetan Buddhist, a neurologist, a Reiki practitioner, a cell biologist,
and a physicist (classical or quantum) enrich us all and bring us closer to a complete understanding of this
emerging concept.

Go to:

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE TERM BIOFIELD
The term bio�eld was proposed in 1992 by an ad hoc committee of CAM practitioners and researchers
convened by the newly established O�ce of Alternative Medicine (OAM) at the US National Institutes of
Health (NIH). The committee was one of several meeting as part of an NIH/OAM-hosted conference in
Chantilly, Virginia, to inform the OAM as it established its program priorities and initiatives. The committee
had a dual focus on “manual medicine”—consisting of structural and manipulative approaches such as
chiropractic, classical osteopathy, and massage—and “energetic therapies” such as Reiki, Therapeutic
Touch, and external qigong. Most of the latter group of healing modalities were founded on a concept of a
vital force, although each has its own explanatory model and terminology that re�ect a particular cultural
context. The committee sought to bring unity to the diversity of energetic practices by creating a term that
would be amenable to the scienti�c and broader healthcare communities. Such a term was also needed to
describe a central organizing biological �eld that healers were detecting and interacting with in their
practice. The term bio�eld was coined for these purposes with the hope that it would be generic and
malleable enough to �t differing explanatory models of therapy.

The committee de�ned bio�eld as “a massless �eld, not necessarily electromagnetic, that surrounds and
permeates living bodies and affects the body.”  Subsequently, one committee member succeeded in
getting the term bio�eld accepted as a Medical Subject Heading (MeSH term) at the National Library of
Medicine so that it became an o�cial search term for scholars to locate peer-reviewed literature. Further,
the committee sought to consolidate the diverse modes of energetic healing under the single term bio�eld
therapies, which was also accepted by the NIH. An additional realization was that both diagnostics and
therapeutics may be involved in these bio�eld modalities. Subsequently, a round of frontier medicine
research grants in bio�eld science was funded by the National Center for Complementary and Alternative
Medicine, the successor to the OAM.
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Simultaneously, another of the 1992 ad hoc committees advising the OAM categorized “distant healing” or
“distant healing intention”—remote healing over a distance performed through intention and/or
intercessory prayer—as a mind-body modality. Thus, energy healing that was performed locally by healers
directly on patients, which had been termed bio�eld therapy, was separated from distant healing due to this
initial categorization. A rationale for this separation between local and distant healing was that they may
operate by different modes of action. Whereas local or proximal energy healing might involve
electromagnetic �elds (EMFs) that diminish over distance by an inverse square law, the same �elds are
unlikely to be involved in healing across large distances. However, local and distant healing are commonly
performed by the same practitioner, such as in Reiki, which poses a conundrum.
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HISTORY OF EARLY BIOLOGICAL FIELD CONCEPTS
Since antiquity, there have been 2 opposing views on the nature of life. Democritus, who coined the word
atom, maintained that everything, including organisms, is reducible to its constituents, while Aristotle held
that life processes are autonomous and organisms are integral wholes. These 2 viewpoints remain today,
with the biochemical view of life represented by molecular reductionism and a holistic view that embraces
a �eld concept of life.

In science, the notion of a vital force or élan vital dates back to the 1600s. In vitalism, living matter was
believed to involve a life force: a metaphysical entity intrinsic to life that renders it alive. This force was
initially considered immeasurable and outside the scope of science. Yet discoveries of bioelectricity
challenged the notion that this force was immeasurable. By 1850, experimental electrophysiology had
replaced the notion of vital force with electricity, effectively banishing vitalism from biological science.

Nevertheless, many contemporary CAM practitioners continue to use terms from non-Western explanatory
models and medical systems to evoke a vital force or vital energy. For example, there is qi (chi) in Chinese
medicine, ki in Japanese medicine, prana in Ayurveda, and similar terms in other traditions of indigenous
medicine. These descriptions of life energy originated from metaphysical considerations of the nature of
consciousness and its interaction with mental, emotional, and physical systems (Jain et al, 2015, this
issue) and were based on �rst-person observations by adept spiritual practitioners. In the modern age, the
notion of a universal life energy is nearly ubiquitously employed by energy healing practitioners, who often
describe energy coming from their hands and other parts of the body. These same practitioners report
utilizing energy awareness not only to sense imbalances in patients’ energy �elds but to regulate energy
�ow and release energy blockages perceived to be impeding the healing process. Most traditional healing
practices maintain that disease starts with an energetic imbalance such as a blockage or other irregularity
in the energy �ow through the body. Modern CAM systems such as chiropractic,  homeopathy,  and
classical osteopathy  are also founded on principles of a vital force. Therapeutics in these practices
involves restoring or rebalancing the vital force to promote healing.

The scienti�c concept of force, however, is very much in the physical realm, whereas the vital force at the
basis of many CAM therapies is considered by mainstream science to be a metaphysical concept. Force,
as well as �eld and energy, are fundamentals of physical theory. Force refers to any interaction that tends
to change the motion of an object. The concept of a �eld from physics refers to a spatially distributed
nonmaterial element that is able to impart a force upon an object within it. Therefore, a �eld cannot be
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detected directly but only through its action upon a suitable probe—for example, a charge in an electric
�eld. Contemporary physics holds that there are only 4 types of force operating throughout nature: gravity,
electromagnetism, and the strong and weak nuclear forces, the latter 2 having a range limited to the
atomic nucleus. A particular form of energy (de�ned in physics as the ability to do work: ie, to move a
particle through a distance) is associated with each force: for example, electric, magnetic, and
electromagnetic energies are associated with the electromagnetic force, which is most important in living
systems. The concept of the bio�eld as proposed herein is �rmly grounded in science, although other
putative �elds, as yet unknown to science, may also be involved.

The concept of a biological �eld �rst arose in embryology as an underlying informational template to
explain the developmental process. The Ukranian histologist Alexander Gurwitsch, PhD, coined the term
morphogenetic �eld to describe the highly coherent and dynamic process that appeared to be guiding
development of the unfolding embryo as well as biological regeneration. Gurwitsch also discovered
mitogenetic radiation, ultraviolet light emission during cell division in onion roots.  From 1900 to 1950,
other prominent developmental biologists including Hans Driesch, Paul Weiss, and others worked from this
same perspective.  Weiss, who discovered that the morphogenetic �eld was unchanged if he removed
portions of embryonic tissue, proposed that the biological �eld was a holistic property of the entire
organism.  These early embryologists formed the concept of a morphogenetic �eld guiding development
but did not determine its physical basis.

Go to:

SCALABILITY OF THE BIOFIELD CONCEPT
The bio�eld concept soon gained traction and was extended from an entity “that surrounds and permeates
living bodies” to include a more extensive variety of endogenous phenomena generated by living bodies. It
has also been “scaled-up” to test its �t to macrolevel concepts including Gaia, a model of our planet as a
complex, self-regulatory system. Thus, at this point in time, the concept of “bio�eld” may be better
considered in its plural form of “bio�elds.” From this perspective, the term may continue to be usefully
applied across a broad range of disciplines, in manners both evidence-based and speculative, including
biophysics, cell biology, therapeutics, and ecology.

One line of research on endogenous bio�elds followed from the early discovery by Gurwitsch, as
mentioned above, of ultraviolet light emission during cell division. Recent studies have reported evidence
for a variety of biophoton-mediated regulatory processes, including cell-cell communication, cell-cell
orientation sensing, secretion of regulatory neurotransmitters, modulation of respiratory activity in white
blood cells, and accelerated seed germination.  These �ndings, as well as results of research correlating
biophoton emission with human physiology, suggest the existence of coherent biophoton �elds that play
fundamental roles in intercellular signaling  and human health.

More generally, a wide variety of bioelectromagnetic activities has been identi�ed, often associated with
interaction energies substantially below that of thermal noise, which produce clinically signi�cant effects,
including enhancement of growth, wound repair, regeneration, and the reduction of pain and
in�ammation.  In addition, �eld-like phenomena appear to contribute to the underlying principles of
biological organization, including embryonic development and the coordinated maintenance of biological
structure and function. For example, regenerative healing of whole limbs in animals such as salamanders
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has been shown to involve EMFs,  and limb regeneration in higher animals has also been stimulated by
means of externally applied EMFs.  More recently, the patterning of arrays of cell membrane resting
potentials has been shown to play key roles in directing stem cell behavior during embryogenesis and in
complex organ regeneration.

The bio�eld, or information associated with it stemming from multicellular electrical activity, is also the
basis of a decades-old clinical tool most commonly in the form of the ECG (the detector of electrical wave
forms generated by synchronous activity of heart muscle cells) and EEG (the detector of wave forms
re�ecting summative spontaneous or evoked electrical activity of neuronal arrays). While the ECG and EEG
are readily detected from the body surface, the heart’s magnetic �eld, generated by moving electric
charges associated with electrical activity, can be recorded up to several feet from the body surface via a
magnetocardiogram.  Magnetic �elds produced by the heart appear to carry information that may be
detectable by other persons or animals.  An example of the informational potential (bioeffectiveness) of
these heart �elds is cardiac-induced entrainment (or frequency locking) detected when the R-waves of one
subject’s ECG become precisely synchronized with the onset of EEG alpha waves of another subject at a
distance up to 5 feet.

At the interpersonal level, the bio�eld concept encompasses a large body of research on the effects of
bio�eld therapies, as practiced both locally with the practitioner in the same room as the patient (Jain et al,
2015, this issue), animals, or cell cultures (Gronowicz et al, 2015, this issue), and nonlocally, which includes
distant mental interaction with living systems, as well as intercessory prayer and distant healing (Radin et
al, 2015, this issue). Studies with bio�eld therapies in clinical settings re�ect the propensity of certain
practitioners and schools of healing to perform therapy with hands on and/or hands off the body,
therapeutic touch, and healing touch which raise questions about the physical effects of touch itself on
bio�eld interactions and outcomes. However, recent reviews examining nontouch bio�eld therapies also
report signi�cant changes in outcome measures, suggesting that effects of bio�eld therapies on
outcomes may not be ascribed only to effects of physical touch,  and an explanation in terms of
quantum entanglement or other nonlocal causes may be needed.

Bio�eld interactions also extend from molecular to planetary levels. At the molecular level, the term bio�eld
may even be invoked to explain fundamental properties of individual molecules by considering them as
“ordered electromagnetic structures.”  The argument can be made that molecular interactions, such as
between hormone and receptor, are those usually described at close range—eg, ionic, hydrophobic, and
aromatic pi-electron interactions. Such properties, however, do not explain how molecular partners attain
proximity to each other; the necessary preludes to docking are unlikely to occur via simple diffusion and
Brownian motion.  Rather, one proposal is a “resonant recognition model” in which molecules are
attracted to their targets by a form of electromagnetic resonance,  which clearly falls within the bio�eld
rubric. At the planetary level, there is increasing evidence that the bio�eld concept can include effects of
geocosmic �elds on human health and behavior: for example, solar storms that signi�cantly perturb the
geomagnetic �eld correlate with increased rates and mortality from myocardial infarction.
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HISTORY OF BIOFIELD SCIENTIFIC STUDIES
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Early bio�eld studies were motivated in part by the many CAM modalities that appear to involve energy
and/or informational �elds and are broadly known as “energy medicine.” These include energy healing,
homeopathy, acupuncture, magnet therapy, bioelectromagnetic therapies, electrodermal therapy, and
applied kinesiology, among others. Some of these modalities involve novel ways of obtaining useful
information from the body’s energy �eld as well as applying energy �elds therapeutically.

“Laying on of hands” is one of the oldest, most ubiquitous forms of healing known to humankind,
apparently having emerged independently among ancient cultures worldwide. The father of modern
Western medicine, Hippocrates, referred to it as “the force which �ows from many people’s hands.”  There
are a growing number of studies on this and other related bio�eld healing modalities (as indicated in other
articles in this journal issue) demonstrating a spectrum of bene�cial results from the psychological and
behavioral levels down to clinically relevant bio-markers.  Another area is bioelectromagnetic
medicine, where it has now been demonstrated that nonthermal EMFs, often with interaction energies
substantially below that of thermal noise, produce a wide variety of clinically signi�cant effects, including
enhancement of growth, wound repair, regeneration, and the reduction of pain and in�ammation.

In addition, the underlying principles of biological organization, including embryonic development and the
coordinated maintenance of biological structure and function, are beginning to be better understood, with
evidence suggesting that �eld-like phenomena underlie many of these processes as described earlier.

Field effects have also been invoked as explanations of a large body of research on human intention
effects and nonlocality.  Recent reports with relevance to CAM practices include effects on cultured
cells,  seed germination,  and distant healing of surgical wounds.  Further, several studies have
reported EEG correlations between isolated human subjects  with in vitro corroboration using neurons
adhering to printed circuit boards.  Experiments performed with shielding suggest that some of these
results are not mediated by EMFs,  perhaps suggesting a role for quantum entanglement or another
nonlocal process.  Such phenomena, which clearly call for scienti�c explanations at levels of organization
beyond the molecular realm, may be explained by a common model of bio�eld effects.

Concepts of sentience, mind, and consciousness have also evolved from the mechanistic approach of
biochemical neuroscience to a �eld-oriented approach. The application of quantum theory to these
concepts has led to several proposals of the body-mind as a macroscopic quantum system.  While the
predictive power of these models is as yet unclear, there is increasing experimental evidence showing
quantum signaling, communication, and conductivity in the cytoskeletal network of microtubules,  and
the electric �elds generated by synchronized oscillations of microtubules have been demonstrated to play
key roles in the regulation of cell division and chromo-some folding and transcription.  Similarly, it has
been proposed that the acupuncture system and the patterning of cell resting potentials described
above  act through the continuum of liquid crystalline collagen �bers that make up the bulk of the
connective tissues.  In this model, supported by evidence from biochemistry, cell biology, biophysics, and
neurophysiology, the collagen matrix provides pathways for rapid intercommunication throughout the body,
enabling the organism’s mind-body to function as a coherent whole.  Together, these results describe
the mind-body as an interconnected system in which electromagnetic and quantum interactions act
through �eld-coherent oscillatory activity to regulate biological processes and mediate interactions
correlated with sentience and mental activity.
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BIOFIELD AS A CONVEYOR OF INFORMATION
As a regulator and mediator of biological interactions, the bio�eld appears intimately connected with
information delivery within the organism. The bio�eld thus holds and conveys information that is vital for
biocommunication and bioregulation. Here it must be said that the concept of information in biology is
nothing new; it is already used successfully to explain numerous molecular mechanisms in molecular
biology, such as information encoded in DNA, hormone-receptor interactions, enzyme-substrate
interactions, and many other forms of molecular recognition, as well as in ECG and EEG data. Further,
many of these well-understood mechanisms may also be thought of as bio�eld interactions because
information itself is often an emergent property of dynamical interactions that cannot be meaningfully
understood from a reductionist viewpoint. At the cellular and subcellular levels, oscillatory behaviors
emerge from negative feedback loops and coupled positive and negative feedback loops  and result from
stochastic, nonlinear biological mechanisms interacting with the �uctuating environment.  For example,
the emergence of phase-synchrony across large numbers of cells in circadian cooperative systems is the
result of nonlinear coupling of oscillators across the cellular and multicellular levels.  Similarly,
electrically phase-coupled systems in neuronal networks give rise to cooperative behaviors across large
numbers of neurons.

The concept of bio�eld regulation offers a shift from a mechanical, chemistry-based view of biology to an
information-based view. Unlike machines, living organisms have an immense network of internal and
external interconnections across which information �ows to modulate life functions. The continuous
exchange of information in living systems to maintain their integrity is astounding. Furthermore, new
relationships along with new information exchanges emerge at higher levels of organization in life, forming
new wholes. The bio�eld may be considered one such multilevel organizational concept in which
information �ows within and between the various levels of the organism. A wealth of information
exchange, much like a “conversation” between the elements of these various levels of order—the
“whispering” between cells and other units of life—is critical to sustaining life and promoting healing. The
bio�eld may be considered to be the language of life.

Bio�eld information can manifest beyond mechanistic concepts; bioelectromagnetic medicine presents
another example of the informational aspect of bio�eld interactions. The concept of “electromagnetic
bioinformation” was advanced by Fritz-Albert Popp  to describe �ndings that biophotons and other
extremely low-level energy transactions in bioelectromagnetics below the thermal noise limit could induce
biological effects. In addition to the above-mentioned weak EMF effects, a large body of literature has
demonstrated the existence of nonthermal EMF resonance interactions.  Bioeffects often occur only
for particular frequencies, amplitudes, or waveforms, and the precise location of resonances is in general
determined by the characteristics of the EMF/biological target system, which can vary with changes in
state of health, disease, or injury.  Entrainment of physiological functions such as EEG and ECG with
external �elds  may be also seen as induced synchronization, which constitutes a �ow of information
from an external �eld to the body. Furthermore, other elements of the bio�eld may carry information
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important for medical diagnostics, beyond the EEG and ECG, that provide useful medical information and
suggest new modes of treatment via informational medicine. Indeed, information offers a unifying concept
in the modus operandi of CAM and integrative medical modalities.

While information is exchanged across multiple levels of order in living systems, perhaps the most
de�nitive information �ow in humans is from the “top down,” from intention to the material body, to affect
health and promote healing with conscious intention, purpose, context, and meaning. Information may
thus be seen to mediate or serve as a bridge between mind and body: for example, in mind-body
modalities, intent to heal, etc.

Typically, information is thought to be carried by either energy or matter. However, Bell’s Theorem
(quantum nonlocality) supports observations of instantaneous interaction between entangled states.
The quantum potential function conveys active information everywhere,  as does the morphogenetic
�eld,  with no diminution over distance. Information may thus be everywhere instantaneously, but it is
active only where it is speci�cally directed—for example, by conscious intent—and may be considered
intelligent information, producing a very speci�c response only where it is intended. Thus, information
itself may be considered causal even though it does not always have a physical carrier.

Go to:

TOWARD AN EVOLVING DEFINITION OF BIOFIELD
As described above, the bio�eld has evolved into a multiscale concept that offers a broader context for
understanding biological regulation and information �ow than does the currently dominant molecular
paradigm of biological systems. As such, a bio�eld, whether at the level of biophotons, patterns of cell
membrane resting potentials, EEG of brain, ECG of heart, or the synchronous movements of birds in �ight,
can succinctly be described as an organizing in�uence distributed over space and time. While bio�elds
have most often been described as electromagnetic in nature,  there have been several proposals of
bio�elds involving quantum information �ow.  In their organizing capacity, it seems more useful to
speak of bio�elds in terms of their homeodynamic activities than as individual entities: ie, to describe what
they do rather than what they are. As presented earlier, the concept of a �eld from physics refers to a
nonmaterial element that interacts with an object and a �eld cannot be detected directly but only through
its action upon a probe. Thus, bio�eld interactions can in�uence and be in�uenced by a variety of
biological pathways including biochemical, cellular, and neurological processes as they modulate activity
and information �ow across multiple levels of living systems. At this stage, the bio�eld may be considered
as a “massless” or information-based organizing principle in accordance with the original de�nition
proposed by the 1992 NIH advisory committee.

Finally, it is of interest to re�ect again on the relation of the bio�eld concept to energy medicine, a term
especially in vogue in the latter part of the 20th century. While bio�elds play a substantive role in guiding
health processes, here they are conceived as playing a broader regulatory and informational role in biology
than solely as a form of medical intervention as implied by energy medicine. The term bio�eld therapy,
which involves healer-based interactions with bio�elds both within and around living systems,  best
captures this aspect of healing beyond limited implication of medicine as a treatment for illness.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
The bio�eld concept, emerging initially from vitalist perspectives, offers an increasingly useful approach to
explain a variety of physiological phenomena. Its applicability continues to evolve in terms of empirical
inquiry. Endogenous bio�eld interactions with environmental, geocosmic, and other exogenous �elds
provide the rudiments of a scienti�c foundation for a holistic view of life and a modus operandi for
numerous CAM modalities. The family of energy healing practices that have been widely practiced since
antiquity, now called bio�eld therapies, may involve biocommunication and/or energy transfer through the
bio�eld. While the bio�eld concept is a useful construct to guide new research on energy healing and other
CAM modalities, it is also a requisite for a better understanding of contemporary developments in
biophysics and biology. Moreover, information connected with the bio�eld may serve as a bridge between
mind and body, which is fundamental to understanding mind-body interactions.

The bio�eld is also an important metaphor to guide further research. There are numerous examples from
the history of science where metaphor and analogy have been key elements in the construction of
successful theories. The use of metaphor in science is especially appropriate and critical for success in
the exploratory phase of investigation when detailed descriptions and theories are unavailable. Metaphors
provide foundational material for forming hypotheses, conducting studies, and eventually elucidating
testable theories. Scienti�c metaphors can be key elements for posing truly novel questions, which upon
experimental testing, advance our knowledge and understanding. The concept of the bio�eld, while still in
its nascent stages, may well serve this purpose as biology moves from a local, chemistry-based model to
an interconnected, information-based viewpoint. Further investigations in bio�eld science and healing,
especially those involving multidisciplinary collaborations—including clinical and preclinical trials,
physiology, biophysics, device technology, and theoretical and philosophical models—will guide the way to
a new paradigm in biology and medicine.
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